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Calendar (subject to change)
 Nov 8 Second Sunday in November Farm Day - at Maria and Tom Frossinakis’ Birdwood home, 9 to 4pm.
14 Peake Road, Birdwood. Cost $10 per adult and children over 12. See map attached.
 November 27 Friday the 1970 Adelaide Technical High School 50-year Reunion



A school tour and lunch are planned for Matric students of 1970. Expressions of interest to who?
@gmail.com ”
November 27 Friday from 5 to 8 pm Meet and Greet Meeting of OSs and their partners at the Torrens
Parade Ground combined Air-Services Mess 2nd floor- Free parking is available at the venue. All members’
partners are welcome at no cost. Unfinancial members are also welcome to join the gathering at a cost of
$10. This payment can be used as deposit to become a financial member again,.

Carousel Day - Semaphore – Neil Merkel. TBA, but will not be held this year
Yaldara wine bus trip and sit-down-meal - Tom Frossinakis. This event will be
held next year. We have been advertising ‘Yarralumla’ but as pointed out – this is
the Prime Minister’s residence on Sydney Harbour!)
Pt Adelaide and Adelaide Historical Talk and excursions -Trevor Molde-when Port Freemasons Hall
is available after COVID 19 restrictions are lifted.

President’s Notes
We hope members will thoroughly enjoy reading our fourth newsletter compiled by our creative
secretary Trevor Molde.
Our annual luncheon was attended by thirty people comprised of members and partners as well as
our guest speaker Rob Love from Glenunga International High School. The principal Wendy Johnson
and the two head prefects had prior commitments and tendered their apologies. We all enjoyed an
excellent meal and the raffle was well supported. Rob gave an interesting and informative talk about
what is currently happening at GIHS with over 800 students involved in an amazing selection of
clubs and other extra-curricular activities.
Among the many initiatives Rob discussed, members were very interested in the Innovative
Entrepreneurial Thinking program with year 8 students. More information is detailed below.
Work has started on the new thirty- nine million dollar building complex to accommodate the 400
year 7 students who will swell the student population to over 2200 in 2022. Excavation has
discovered an amount of asbestos in the foundation areas and its removal will cost well over an extra
million dollars.
As mentioned below, members are encouraged to look up our website which is now in the capable
care of Mark Thornthwaite.

Maria and I are very much looking forward to hosting members, partners, children and grandchildren
for a great day at our farm in Birdwood on Sunday November 8 from 11 to 4 pm. Information is
included as an attachment.
The committee would also like to have members and partners come to the Meet and Greet Evening
on Friday November 27 from 5 to 8 pm. Finger food and refreshments will be available at no cost
except tea,coffee can be purchased for $2 and a bar will be available for purchase of “harder drinks”.

2020 Luncheon of the Blue and Gold Alumni Association
A group of 30 old scholars and friends attended the annual OS
luncheon at the Walkers Arms Hotel North Adelaide, on
Wednesday November 14. There were 5 apologies. The hotel
provided the Covid Marshall and all requirements demanded of the
patrons were meticulously met, although a
few old scholars forgot and extended their
hands to fellow OSs instead of bumping
elbows.
Frank Seeley was introduced by President Tom Frossinakis as our
new patron replacing long-time patron, Graham Maguire who
has voluntarily retired after many years of service to the
Association. He is the one who has been supplying us with the
latest ‘vale’ information.
Who is in the second photo?
Eight to a round table, but it would not have mattered
to Murray Morton, the only male at his table full of
ladies and accompanied by his wife. It was a surprise to
see that he was not seated next to his old friend Frank
Seeley, who said, if needs be, that he would pull Murray
kicking and screaming to the luncheon. What tales he
must have heard for a future newsletter. Sitting at the
same table was Gordon Haskard’s daughter, a retired
mathematics teacher (of course).
Also at the same table was Barbara Sax OAM who showed us her
splendid ‘big’ medal whilst wearing her replica ‘small’ medal on
her blouse. She was justifiably proud of it, as we were of her,
because of her outstanding service to the community.
One tale told at my table was of Sydney Moyle’s son who was a
student at Adelaide Tech. in the 1940s. Some ‘wag’ took young
Moyle’s school cap and hung it out on a flagpole which stuck out
from a window over a ledge (I wonder where that was). Young
Moyle went out the window to retrieve it – and someone shut the
window whilst he was outside! The teacher came back to the
room and enquired ‘Where’s Moyle?”. It may appear funny now,
but flagpoles are suspended high up on the building and you can see that it was a
dangerous, but memorable to the raconteur, stunt.

We were all glad to see our old teacher (to some) Bryce Kohler
looking fit and well. We did not have to send out a search party to
see if he had turned up this year at the Buckingham Arms Hotel.
Bryce kindly signed 12 copies of his excel ent book on the history
of ATHS. Another fit and looking-well Old Scholar present at the
lunch was David Stoba, our Immediate Past President who had

undergone operations at the beginning of the year.
The Principal of Glenunga International Wendy Johnson and
the boys and girls Head Prefects couldn’t make it to the lunch
because of commitments, but teacher Rob Love, in charge of
the " Innovative Entrepreneurial Thinking” at GIHS, more than
made up for their absence. We all thought that the idea of
assisting the students to find employment, or start their own
company after leaving school, was something positive and in
the right direction to motivate the students in a very practical
way. The Commonwealth bank will provide $20 to every
student taking the course in their junior year to hopefully
make a profit and return more than the given amount.
Mr Love made a plea for Old Scholars to help make up a skills list
from which they could draw on the experiences of OSs in this
scheme. They need experienced people to give feedback on what
the students are doing. To this end we will be sending out forms
with our newsletters seeking everyone’s cooperation in this
magnificent scheme

Remember The ‘Scientific Windows’ at the now University of South Australia - home
base of Adelaide Technical High School
The first of the two ‘scientific windows’ above the stairway feature portraits of eminent scientists:
Kelvin, Faraday, Wren and Dalton

In another floor window- Watt, Newton, Stephenson and Bessemer
From the people depicted we got the name of our school Houses – Newton, Kelvin, Faraday and
Rutherford(no figure in a stained glass window note).Can you settle an argument about the colours
of the houses? The committee is still arguing about them. Tom Frossinakis was the captain of Kelvin
and says that its colour was blue. I was in Newton and I seem to remember that it was blue.

House names at GIHS
For a modern school there was a departure from these traditional names at GIHS. The new House
names are Earth, Air, Fire and Water. No chance of personalities and sexism there!
The Oriel (bay) Window on the first floor features coats of arms of the first and second governorgeneral’s of Australia, South Australia lieutenant-governor and the President of the Council of the
School of Mines and Industries, together with those of South Australia, the City of Adelaide, Wales
and Cornwall. The inclusion of the arms of Cornwall and Wales reflects the important role
played by Cornish and Welsh miners in mining in South Australia.

Do you remember? Every afternoon a team of cleaners would place sawdust on the
Brookman Hall floor and in a straight line the men would sweep up the sawdust and
anything else such as dust? A clever way, I thought at the time, of ensuring that there
was a proper clean.

Some Of The Things The Blue And Gold Old Scholars Are Doing For Their Continuing School, GIHS

Dr Don Love
It was indeed a pleasant surprise when a past student of Adelaide Technical High School, working
and living overseas, contacted the Blue and Gold Committee with an offer of $10, 000 to supply an
annual school prize in Chemistry and to be named after his old Chemistry Teacher, Beres Pitman. He
said that he had been very impressed with Beres as a teacher, and chose a career path caused by his
inspiration. Glenunga International High School has over 20 Science classes at the senior level taking
in both the International Baccalaureate (IB) and SA Certificate of Education (SACE). Discussions were
held with the Principal Wendy Johnson and it was decided to award just a single Science prize but
also a prize for Mathematics named after another of Dr Love’s teachers , Max Jacquier.
The two awards are each $250. Don’s donation will last well over 20 years,
Here is a summary of facts about these two outstanding teachers and mentors.

The Beresford Pitman Prize for the dux of Science
BERESFORD ERNEST PITMAN 11th April 1920 to 20th May 2005 i
Beres joined Adelaide Technical High School as Senior Master in Chemistry In 1950.
The school was a department of the former School of Mines and Industries on
North Terrace. His positive approach and enthusiasm for chemistry won the
respect of many of his students. He used the occasional harmless chemical
explosion to bring inattentive students into line as well as composing rhyming
ditties to help students memorise chemical reactions and orders of elements. I well remember
Warren Cookson ‘leaping a foot’ into the air when he was selected to hold a glowing splint in front of
a milk bottle wrapped in towels, containing a mixture of two parts hydrogen and one part oxygen,
the mixture being held in place by Beres with a cover slip -which he subsequently removed. The
flame reached out quite a distance and the roar (the common name of the mixture is ‘detonating
gas’) brought people from different parts of the building, fearing that there had been an explosion in
the Chemistry labs (which in fact there had been).Beres also taught chemistry for evening classes at
the School of Mines. He continued to teach this class every Thursday night until close to his
retirement.
Much to Beres' regret, the Education Department took over Adelaide Tech and built a new school at
Glenunga in 1963. However, he responded enthusiastically to the challenge, designing the Chemistry
labs for the new school and moving with the school to the new site. In 1965, Beres took a break from
teaching and joined the Education Department's Research Office in Flinders Street. But he sorely
missed teaching, and after two years happily returned to his Chemistry labs at Adelaide Tech. He also
taught Geology and General Science.

The Education Department recognised his excellent teaching record by appointing him Special Senior
Master in Chemistry. Eventually, in 1973, he accepted the position of deputy principal of Enfield High
School, where he remained until he retired in 1983.

Max Jacquier Prize for the Dux in Mathematics
Max Jacquier Spent 21 years as a student, ‘Junior Teacher’ and a staff member at
Adelaide Technical High School.
Max was a student at Adelaide Technical High School from 1949 to 1953. He was
selected on his academic ability, plus other factors, to be a ‘Junior Teacher’ to
return and teach at the school after attending the University of Adelaide. The
school was still at North Terrace. When it was eventually decided that Adelaide
Tech would be taken over by the Education Department and set up on a new site, Max moved with
the school to Glenunga in September 1963.
The new laboratories and up-to-date equipment were part of his domain as Senior MasterCoordinator. The Leaving Honours Physics class had to return to the Institute Physics laboratory on
one afternoon a week in the third term so that they could complete the practical Physics course. It
did no harm to the end of year results.
He had the duty to finalise the setup of the labs, in conjunction with the Chemistry senior, Beres
Pitman. The Commonwealth Government also injected extra funding into science labs and
equipment at that time (thanks to the scare caused by Sputnik that the Western World was falling
behind in the ‘hard sciences’)
This meant a lot of work to prepare experiments for the practical classes, but with their experience,
and some help from the staff at North Terrace they were primed and ready for term one in 1964.
During this time he was appointed a Special Senior in Physics whilst still teaching mathematics.
In 1964 the staff knew that the school was to undergo a radical change, and was soon to become a
Technical High School of Education Department standing. Until that time Adelaide Technical High
School was the only Technical School with both boys and girls, much to the amusement of other
Tech Schools.
Max was appointed a member of the Education Department Science committee, spending
considerable time designing courses that would enable the technical stream boys to proceed to the
Institute of Technology. His movement up the career ladder eventually forced him to leave the
school in 1970.

IB Scholarships
As well as the above prizes presented at Speech Day, the old Scholars also
supply two IB scholarships to two students of the school worth $1750 each
to the most deserving of scholars submitted by the GIHS. This editor has
heard from those who have been selection judges, just how hard the task
has been, such has been the quality of the students and the reasons why
they should be awarded a scholarship. If they only had more.

The Blue and Gold Web Page looked after by Mark Thornthwaite
A couple of weeks ago, your Secretary was telephoned by the daughter of a Mr Hoffman
recently deceased. Did he go to Adelaide Tech? They had tried Adelaide High School but
there was no record of his ever going there. Since she came over the speaker in my car, I
could only direct her to our Blue and Gold Web Site which …

lo and behold showed that the
Hoffman OA was there
matriculating in 1953 along with
Max Jacquier

The web page is really useful if
you want to look up a girl’s
married name from her maiden
name, or be reminded of fellow
students in your and other
classes.

Mark is going to have an appendage put to the Web Page to see how many ‘hits’ it is getting. The
website at www.blueandgoldalumni.com.au is going strong. I urge you all to look at it periodically
because it will provide you with the latest information on
the Old Scholars Association – these Newsletters, current
news, and forms for renewing membership and changing
details, including addresses, will be included. This is your
website. If you have any suggestions for improvement, we
will be glad to hear and consider them for periodic
upgrades. If you or your company would like to be an
official sponsor of the website, please contact the
Secretary on 8235 0634. Sponsorship would include having
your company logo etc. on the site.

Old Scholars of note– Reginald Claude Sprigg, Australian geologist
Reginald Claude Sprigg, AO, FTSE was an Australian geologist and conservationist.
At 17 he became the youngest Fellow
of the Royal Society of South
Australia, whilst still a student at
Adelaide Tech!
During 1946, in the Ediacara Hills,
South Australia, he discovered the
Ediacara biota, an assemblage of some
of the most ancient animal fossils
known, which revised many theories of
the then known geological world.

Born: 1 March 1919, Yorketown
Died: 2 December 1994, Glasgow, United Kingdom
Resting place: Arkaroola Village (ashes scattered)
Parent(s): Claude Augustus Sprigg and Pearl Alice Irene nee
Germein
Books: Arkaroola - Mt. Painter in the Flinders Ranges, South
Australia, and many more
Organization founded: Beach Energy
Education: The University of Adelaide, Glenunga International High School (as listed in Wikipedia)
Reginald Claude Sprigg was born on 1 March 1919 in Stansbury on Yorke Peninsula, South Australia.
His interest in fossils was fostered at an early age by ready access to fossil remains of Tertiary marine
life weathered from limestone cliffs near his Stansbury home. Mineral collecting followed a chance
meeting at age 10 with an exBroken Hill miner in Adelaide who provided the boy with mineral
specimens from Broken Hill, Burra and Glen Osmond Mines Sprigg was encouraged in his fossil
collecting by Professor Walter Howchin, then in his eighties, and the youth‟s enthusiasm for geology
was recognised by election to membership of the Royal Society of South Australia at the age of 17
years.
He completed a Master of Science degree in Geology at Adelaide University in 1941. Here his
geological studies and knowledge were greatly influenced by close contact with outstanding
geologists and explorers Professor Sir Douglas Mawson and Dr Cecil Madigan. In 1941,
Sprigg was posted to Munitions with the Australian Royal Engineers and was later moved to work as
a research officer with the Soils Division of CSIRO based at Waite Institute in Adelaide.
He worked for a time in Tasmania mapping soils suitable for growing carrots and later assisted in the
assessment of sites in South Australia with potential for Post-War Soldier Settlement.
In 1944, he transferred to the Geological Survey of the South Australian Department of Mines.
Between 1944 and 1954, Sprigg was involved with geological mapping of the Radium Hill Uranium
Mine prior to reopening the mine in 1954; mapping uranium occurrences at Arkaroola in the
northern Flinders Ranges; regional geological mapping, particularly in the South East, but also in the
Flinders Ranges, Olary district and the state‟s northwest.

This work incorporated early airborne radiometric surveys and the introduction of aerial
photography to aid regional geological mapping. He resigned from the Mines Department in 1954
and established consulting group Geosurveys of Australia Pty Ltd.
As a consultant to Santos Ltd, Sprigg secured tenure to vast tracts of country in northwest South
Australia and southwest Queensland. In 1957, he accompanied Santos Director John Bonython to the
United States to promote the petroleum potential of the western Great Artesian Basin, a trip that led
to the alliance with Delhi and subsequent discovery of gas in the Cooper Basin.
Sprigg was a founder of petroleum explorer, Beach GEOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS Reg Sprigg‟s
geological interests were broad and this was coupled with enthusiasm and energy for his chosen
profession. His career included aspects of academic research, government and industry. As such his
contributions to the geological sciences have been numerous.
in 1962. In 1968 he purchased the Arkaroola Pastoral Lease and established a wildlife sanctuary,
wilderness reserve and tourist resort. In that year he was also the recipient of the Verco Medal from
the Royal Society of South Australia. He was appointed an Officer of the Order of Australia (AO) in
1983.
“The legacy of University of Adelaide alumni and
geological research was highlighted today with
the unveiling on campus by Premier of South
Australia, the Hon. Steven Marshall, of a
sculpture celebrating the state’s fossil
emblem, Spriggina floundersi.
Spriggina floundersi, named after outback
legend, geologist, conservationist and University
alumnus, Reg Sprigg, is recreated in Paris Creek
marble by well-known South Australian sculptor,
Silvio Apponyi, OAM.
This sculpture celebrates the Spriggina as one of the iconic Ediacaran fossils which were discovered
by Dr Reg Sprigg in the Ediacara Hills of the Flinders Ranges in 1946. He recognised them as PreCambrian multicellular organisms. His discovery and work with the Edicaran fossils led to the defining
of a new time period in Earth’s geology, known as the Ediacaran Period (635–541 million years ago).

Perhaps of more interest is the human
story abour Reg Sprigg and his time at Adelaide Tech.

Reg’s achievements and schooldays are written up in his autobiography of 1989, which is available
from the Arkaroola Sanctuary.
Reg achieved much in a lifetime devoted to geology in and of South Australia. He was responsible for…

The Moomba gas and oil
field

Radium and uranium from
Mount Painter in the Flinders

Extensive geologic mapping, World's oldest jellyfish fossil
including the discovery of
melted
deep sea canyons off Kangaroo
Island

Leigh Creek coal and the town
reservoir

Even buying the ‘Wedderburn
gold’nugget to avoid it being
melted at the Mint.
Worth more than $40,000

He was far from being a model scholar, at least until ‘Uni’ days. He
had shifted from Prince Alfred College to Unley High, thence Adelaide
Tech chasing geology, and finally as student and tech assistant at
Adelaide University under Sir Kerr Grant and Sir Douglas Mawson
during the 1930s. Reg’s son Douglas was named after Sir Douglas
Mawson
Reg left Prince Alfred College in 1933, as PAC dropped geology the year he arrived. He had already
applied to Adelaide Tech, but missed entry by one mark and so he then went to Unley High, which
also decided to drop geology as soon as he arrived. He maintains he behaved so badly there, that he
was not wanted after one term, Headmaster Gates announcing that "our class has a budding young
geologist who considers himself too good for Unley High School. He is deserting his mates to switch
to Adelaide Technical High School."
In his autobiography Sprigg said, "Adelaide Tech, I learned later, was not greatly appreciated in
educational circles. By selecting the so-called cream of students qualifying at QC, only those got in.
Consequently it was considered elitist, and almost cheating, by virtually guaranteeing its sweeping
of the pools in Public Examinations. I now scraped in with the lowest QC marks possible, as one
other pulled out. Dead man's shoes as it were."
At Adelaide Tech, Reg started with Cedric Cannell's class late in the term. He talks of
"trips to the Tavistock Hotel across the way", and racing around the Jubilee Oval in a
motor-bike and side- car. He continued to fail in woodwork under Mr Lykke and even
failed first term geology, where although he had only one week's tuition, he was
denounced by Cedric Cannell as a "Sprig of no(a)bility". And then Adelaide Tech decided to abandon
geology!

Reg said that he fell foul of Headmaster Sidney Moyle, who conducted giant combined
classes in English and Arithmetic and was quickly into the "Big Four Dunces" up front,
and who then received all the too hard questions - the other kids enjoying the mock
shame which these four then exhibited.
In ‘Leaving’ he was elected Prefect by the school and also Captain of the Tennis - "A
disaster", moaned the Head. He continued with poor results in class, until "kindly Stan
Tiver" said, "Reg, I know what's wrong with you. "I'll get Gordon Haskard's 1st year
(Uni) geology notes, and you can try at Leaving geology on your own." That worked
wonders. After the third year's failure to pass the Leaving Exam, "I now skipped
through, taking top State credits in both geology and drawing."
"Adelaide Tech had several advantages. Our rooms were directly over the School of Mines Museum,
where Curator Harley Hooper quickly befriended me. He had been Principal of the Baimsdale School
of Mines, Manager of a tin mine in Burma and of a copper-nickel mine in New Zealand." In 1937
Harley Hooper took leave to attend the Coronation of King George VI in London. He arranged with
Principal Rex Parsons to leave Sprigg in charge of the School of Mines Museum. Hooper trusted
Sprigg implicitly to care for the whole lot of incredibly beautiful minerals" and also showed him many
"niceties of fossil evolution". Thus followed an interest in Zoology, which he would include in his BSc
degree.
Reg proceeded to re-arrange the whole mineral collection under the Dana
System, having ample time, as he was obliged to open the Museum after
school each day, as well as Sunday afternoons.

Also mentioned in his book is friendly John Conroy, Acting Curator of
Minerals at the Adelaide Museum. He identified minerals for young Reg,
but increasingly referred him to Dr Cecil Madigan and Dr Arthur Alderman
in Uni Geology. John Conroy also tipped Reg Sprigg off to a dump of
Uranium minerals behind the School of Mines rifle range at the comer of
Frome Road and North Terrace! "What a haul for me. For the next decade
I literally slept on rich radium ores from Mt Painter and Radium Hill. Why I
was not "Ultra-violated" beyond redemption, I'll never know - I've virtually lived amongst this stuff
ever since 1944."
The remainder of his lifetime, for the 40 years to 1994, was spent on oil search and this is recorded in
a subsequent book entitled "A Geologist Strikes Out", which is also available from the Arkaroola-Mt
Painter Sanctuary.
Adapted from an article by John Deakin (1938-41) in the ATHSOSA 1996 magazine
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